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Business overview
Transport Network Australia is Australia’s number one choice for
individuals, companies and organisations that require a coach
hire or bus charter service. Through our vast industry network
and experience, we offer you a solution to ground transportation
that is unmatched throughout Australia. With our reach extending
throughout each and every state and area of the country, we have an
effective travel solution for your company, organisation or large group.

Where they learned about Happy HR?
We actually learned about Happy HR through a referral from a
friend of mine. We were looking for an HR solution that was low
cost, gave us access to documents and resources as we needed
them to ensure that our HR is best practice.

What were the challenges of your HR before getting
Happy HR?
Before Happy HR, ensuring that we were HR compliant, had
proper policies, and running the admin side of our HR program
required us to devote a lot of resources away from other aspects
of our business. We want to make sure we were doing the right
thing by staff at all times and wanted an easy platform which
provided these things in the cloud.

How do you find using Happy HR?
Using Happy HR is very easy. Considering the price, Happy HR is
an amazing system and resource, including the helpful phone
support that we frequently use and benefit greatly from. They
have already helped us out so much, well worth the money we
paid. It is exactly what we need, was great value for money and I
recommend it for any online business as a bolt on product.

Can you imagine life without Happy HR?
T: 1300 730 880
E: happy@happyhr.com
W: www.happyhr.com

I couldn’t imagine life without Happy HR. They help us through
the maze of Fair Work by providing legally compliant documents,
great phone support, and just makes it easy to understand for
employer and employee.

